Staff Report
Date:

May 24, 2022

To:

City Council/City Council Sitting as the Local Reuse Authority

From:

Valerie J. Barone, City Manager

Prepared by:

Guy Bjerke, Director – Economic Development & Base Reuse
Guy.Bjerke@cityofconcord.org
(925) 671-3076

Subject:

Considering a requested First Amendment and timeline
extension to the Exclusive Agreement to Negotiate (ENA)
between the Local Reuse Authority (LRA) and Concord First
Partners, LLC regarding the disposition and development of
the former Concord Naval Weapons Station (CNWS) and
either: (1) denying the request, or (2) granting an ENA
extension until June 29, 2022, and directing staff to negotiate
an ENA amendment for Council consideration on June 28,
2022.
CEQA: Not a project/exempt under Public Resources Code
Section 21065, CEQA Guidelines Sections 15060(c),
15061(b)(3), and/or 15378.

Report in Brief
Concord First Partners, LLC (CFP) is seeking an amendment to the existing Exclusive
Agreement to Negotiate (ENA) dated October 26, 2021.
Under the existing ENA, the LRA and CFP agreed to a negotiating process consisting of
Term Sheet development within 180 days (extended to May 25, 2022), followed by the
development of a Specific Plan/completion of an Environmental Impact Report (EIR)
and a Disposition and Development Agreement (DDA) consistent with the accepted
Term Sheet within the next 24 months (approximately May 2024). Together, those
three documents – DDA, Specific Plan, and EIR – would set forth the scope and timing
of CNWS property development, delivery of community benefits, and related financial
issues.
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CFP’s proposed amendment would change that negotiation process and timeline by:
(1) providing an additional 90 days (i.e. August 23, 2022) in which to complete a Term
Sheet, (2) negotiating an early-stage “outline” DDA 1 before land use planning and
environmental review moves forward, (3) granting CFP an enforceable right in the
CNWS property in the early-stage “outline” DDA, (4) requiring that the LRA reimburse
CFP for certain expended costs should the City Council fail to approve the future EIR
and Specific Plan, and (5) extending the timeframe for drafting the Specific Plan and
EIR from 24 months to 36 months (i.e. approximately August 2025).
Recommended Action
Review CFP’s proposed amendment to the ENA, provide CFP with up to 10 minutes to
present their requests, and take public comment.
Staff recommends denial of CFP’s proposed amendment to the ENA, as not being in
the best interests of the LRA, and more specifically for the reasons outlined in the
Analysis section below.
Unless extended by Council, the current ENA expires on May 25, 2022 (the day after
the Council’s consideration of this item).
CFP’s proposed amendment to the ENA was provided to the LRA on May 10, 2022.
Given the short timeframe between receipt thereof and publication of this staff report,
and because staff has not yet received Council direction on the proposed amendment,
staff has not been able to negotiate with CFP as to the ENA’s provisions and specific
language. Should Council support considering an ENA amendment, staff recommends
following Alternative 2 (grant the ENA extension until June 29, 2022 and direct staff to
negotiate the ENA amendment to be brought back before Council on June 28, 2022;
this is discussed in more detail in the Alternatives section of this report) so that CFP’s
requested amendment language can be revised for clarity, to mitigate both parties’ risk,
and better protect community goals.
Background
The City Council-approved Request for Master Developer Qualifications (RFQ) issued
by the LRA on April 16, 2021 contained a form ENA at “Appendix G – Template
Exclusive Agreement to Negotiate” which set forth the negotiation process and timeline.
Under the LRA’s template form of ENA, the selected master developer was to receive
exclusive rights to negotiate with the LRA during the approximately two year negotiating
period with no guarantees regarding the outcome of those negotiations. Under the
LRA’s form of ENA the selected master developer would not have any enforceable
property interest in the CNWS property unless and until the master developer obtained
City Council approval of a new Specific Plan, EIR, and accompanying DDA. This is the

1

LRA staff is referring to the DDA requested in CFP’s proposed amendment as the early-stage “outline” DDA
because, as proposed, it is to be considered earlier and contain fewer specifics than the DDA called for in the
existing ENA.
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same process that Lennar agreed to in 2016 when they were selected as the Master
Developer for Phase 1 of the CNWS project.
Under RFQ Section 5.2.6, to “expedite negotiations with the selected Master Developer”
respondents were asked to “provide either a statement that the terms of the Form of
Exclusive Negotiating Agreement (ENA) found in Appendix G are acceptable as drafted,
or a list of material changes the Respondent would expect to be made before signing
the ENA.” Respondents were offered the opportunity to submit requested changes
confidentially.
In their Statement of Qualifications submitted on June 18, 2021, CFP stated:
“The format of the Exclusive Agreement to Negotiate is acceptable (emphasis
added). However, we understand that Discovery/Seeno will be required to pay
project costs on a go forward basis and that those costs must be agreed upon by
the Discovery/Seeno and the LRA. We understand a separate reimbursement
agreement is to be negotiated. We also understand that the LRA is looking to be
reimbursed for certain costs incurred to date. It is our understanding that how
those incurrent costs will be paid is subject to further discussion and agreement
and that the LRA is not looking for a payment at this time.” – page 39 of the CFP
Statement of Qualifications
Based, in part, upon CFP’s stated position, the City Council, sitting as the LRA, selected
CFP as the Master Developer for the Community Reuse Project at its August 21, 2021
public meeting. The Council directed staff to negotiate the ENA with them and return it
for Council consideration.
During those discussions with staff about the specific terms of the ENA, CFP expressed
their key concern was that, should the LRA and CFP somehow part ways, CFP would
have taken on significant unsecured financial risk or faced a shift in political
perspectives. CFP to date has proposed two key approaches to mitigating that risk.
First, CFP suggested securing an early “purchase agreement” or “option agreement” to
bridge the approximately 2 year period between Term Sheet approval and consideration
of a Specific Plan, EIR, and comprehensive DDA for approval. CFP asked for
reimbursement of certain expended costs if the ultimate Master Developer was not
CFP.
Staff has indicated to CFP that their concerns are understood and that staff is amenable
to exploring mitigation approaches that are mutually beneficial to both the LRA and CFP
as long-term partners in the CNWS property development project. However, staff has
also shared with CFP that it is unclear whether the LRA has the legal ability to grant
CFP such a property interest, or how doing so would affect the Navy’s property
disposition plans.
To address CFP’s request for cost reimbursement were they to have a specific plan and
CEQA document approved but not be successful having a DDA approved, staff included
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an additional item to the “Preliminary Stage Negotiation Matters” in Exhibit B of the
proposed ENA. That ENA was subsequently approved by the City Council on October
26, 2022. The revised last bullet of Exhibit B reads:
“Any other issues that the Parties mutually agree to negotiate, including terms
under which Developer would potentially be compensated for amounts expended
on a specific plan and EIR if City Council were to approve those two items but
then reject the proposed DDA as negotiated by City and Developer’s negotiating
teams.”
ENA Agreement (Negotiation Process) Diagram (Full page version – see Attachment 1)

Work then shifted to the negotiation and creation of a Term Sheet and supporting
conceptual documents with the 180-day timeframe required under the ENA (subject to
certain extensions)2.
The purpose of the Term Sheet is to address what the ENA at Exhibit B calls
“Preliminary Stage Negotiations Matters” such as development phasing, aspects of the
Specific Plan content, terms of property transfer, and various financial obligations and
arrangements. CFP is diligently working to create a conceptual land-use plan that
provides a basis for a conceptual pro forma (financial plan); with both documents
supporting provisions to be included in the Term Sheet. This work and negotiations
regarding the Term Sheet between CFP and the LRA are still in progress.

2

That timeframe was administratively extended until May 25, 2022, pursuant to ENA Section 3.3.
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In February 2022, in discussions about a draft Term Sheet, the CFP representatives
reiterated the desire for a property interest, this time in the form of a “purchase
agreement” or “option agreement.” CFP explained they could not undertake work
beyond a Term Sheet without such an agreement as they were not in a position to
expend the significant sums required to prepare a Specific Plan and EIR without
financial recourse via an enforceable right to the CNWS property and/or a
reimbursement arrangement. LRA staff responded that it had no direction from the City
Council to negotiate such an agreement and, to resolve the matter, indicated the
question would be put on the Council’s March 22, 2022, agenda for resolution. In early
March, CFP withdrew their request for a separate agreement and indicated they would
suggest an alternative approach.
At the end of March, CFP presented the work they had done on the conceptual
documents to LRA staff. CFP indicated difficulties in developing a project land use
concept that met Area Plan requirements, City Council priorities, and community
expectations as outlined in the RFQ3, that also provided a reasonable rate of Developer
return on investment. Based on that work and the need for further discussions, the City
Manager extended the Preliminary Stage of the ENA for 30 days, from April 25 to May
25, 2022.
LRA expectations, community benefits, land uses, infrastructure phasing and other
Term Sheet related matters were discussed by the LRA and CFP during April but did
not result in a draft Term Sheet.
On April 21, 2022, City/LRA staff and CFP representatives held a teleconference with
the Navy during which CFP submitted a question regarding CFP’s desire for a “binding
agreement” (Attachment 3) before proceeding with Specific Plan or EIR work. CFP’s
question appeared to address a general agreement between the City/LRA and CFP,
which has consistently been our mutual goal, but did not clearly address CFP’s goal of
securing an enforceable right in the CNWS property. The Navy carefully stated that
they have no “legal standing” to object to such an agreement, but that they do have
concerns with any agreement that might add or create delays or complications to the
transfer of the land to the LRA, or anyone else.
On April 27, 2022, CFP sent the LRA a letter indicating their inability, so far, to design a
project that meets RFQ expectations (see footnote 3) and provides a reasonable
Developer return on investment. The letter, among other things, requested that an
amendment to the ENA be put on the LRA’s agenda for May 24, 2022. See Attachment
4.

3

RFQ Section 3 – Master Developer Responsibilities, contains, among other things, Section 3.4 Community
Facilities and Improvements (page 18) and Section 3.15 Affordable Housing (page 23). A copy of Section 3 is
Attachment 2, and the complete RFQ can be found at this link: Request for Master Developer Qualifications or
http://concordreuseproject.org/DocumentCenter/View/2185/RFQ-2021-4-16-Final
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The text of CFP’s amendment to the ENA began as their alternative approach,
proposed in the middle of March, but has evolved over several versions into this
requested amendment to the ENA provided to LRA staff on May 10, 2022. See
Attachment 5.
Analysis
Under the existing ENA, the LRA and CFP agreed to a negotiating process consisting of
Term Sheet development within 180 days, followed by the development of a Specific
Plan/completion of an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) and a Disposition and
Development Agreement (DDA) consistent with the accepted Term Sheet within the
next 24 months. Together, those three documents – DDA, Specific Plan, and EIR –
would set forth the scope and timing of CNWS property development, delivery of
community benefits, and related financial issues.
CFP’s proposed amendment would alter the negotiation process and timeline specified
in the RFQ and existing ENA. The ENA amendment would commit the LRA to negotiate
an early-stage “outline” DDA and, if adopted by the LRA, would grant CFP a legally
enforceable right to purchase the CNWS property before work on the Specific Plan and
EIR is started.
Adopting the proposed amendment creates the expectation that an early-stage “outline”
DDA with enforceable property rights will be the likely outcome, putting the LRA at risk
in the event the parties cannot reach agreement. This means failure to ultimately grant
CFP enforceable property rights could trigger an assertion by CFP that the LRA did not
act reasonably which could result in the CNWS property being tied up in litigation for a
significant period of time. 4
Were CFP to secure an enforceable property interest, CFP could potentially attempt to
leverage its property interest by litigating to prevent the LRA from seeking future third
party developers (whereas the LRA was able to move forward when the Lennar ENA
expired). As local partners, that is not a result that is desirable to either the LRA or CFP,
both of whom have a shared goal of seeing the LRA’s vision of a world class CNWS
property development realized.
Staff does not recommend that the LRA insulate CFP from financial risk via conveying
an interest in property it does not currently own, the LRA can attempt to address CFP’s
political concerns. As discussed in the background section earlier in this report, LRA
staff has proposed that the Council consider the DDA, Specific Plan, and EIR in one
combined action so that the full scope of the City/CFP relationship would be affirmed or
denied at one time.
The proposed amendment to the ENA has the following key provisions:

4

Navy staff has indicated they would likely not be willing to put an EDC process on hold for several years if related
litigation occurred.
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1. Extends the Preliminary Stage for ninety (90) days to complete the Term Sheet.
(August 2022)
2. Starts the DDA Stage – Phase 1 for ninety (90) days to negotiate an early-stage
“outline” DDA that provides CFP an enforceable right to purchase the CNWS
property with the terms and conditions for post-closing use and development
obligations to be deferred to a later stage statutory development agreement (DA)
that would be considered for approval by City Council concurrently with Specific
Plan and EIR. (August 2022)
3. Requires the Council to consider both Term Sheet and the early-stage DDA
within ninety (90) days.
4. Authorizes the City Manager to extend the DDA Stage – Phase 1 for up to ninety
(90) additional days. (November 2022)
5. Establishes and extends a second phase of negotiations from 24 months to 36
months to allow for preparation of a Specific Plan, EIR, and negotiation and
drafting of the proposed DA to include business terms that are currently
contemplated to be included in a later stage DDA. (August – November 2025)
6. If the City Council does not approve the Term Sheet and early-stage “outline”
DDA within the DDA Stage – Phase 1 timeframe, the ENA would terminate.
7. Establishes a timeline for CFP to enter into a Deposit and Reimbursement
Agreement under which CFP must pay LRA Project Costs. Parties to complete
and execute that Deposit and Reimbursement Agreement by July 31, 2022 (i.e.
prior to City Council consideration of the Term Sheet and early-stage “outline”
DDA).
8. LRA may terminate5 the early-stage “outline” DDA if CFP fails to diligently
process Project Approvals6 or seek Entitlement Milestones7, or fails to use its
commercially reasonable efforts to satisfy Closing Conditions 8.
9. Provides that if LRA fails to approve the Project Approvals (Specific Plan, EIR
and DA) by the end of the ENA term, the LRA must reimburse CFP for any Third
Party Materials9 that are used by a subsequent developer of the Base.
Staff’s primary concerns with the proposed amendment are: (1) shifting the DDA to the
beginning of the negotiation process, which would give CFP an enforceable right to the
CNWS property prior to work on the Specific Plan or EIR, and (2) creating an LRA
5

Termination would not eliminate risks associated with the enforceable property interest.
Project Approvals - Any Specific Plan or other land use plan, entitlements, permits, or approvals for the Project,
subject to CEQA at a Project level analysis – See Section 5 of the October 26, 2021, ENA.
7
Entitlement Milestones - See Exhibit A to the proposed amendment
8
Closing Conditions - See Recital C in the proposed amendment – preparation and processing of complete
applications for Project Approvals, Entitlement Milestones, Council approval of Project Approvals including a
Development Agreement, execution of an Navy/City Conveyance Agreement consistent with the DDA; any other
requirements found in the Term Sheet.
9
Third Party Materials – All documents, reports, and other work product generated by third parties for Developer
with respect to the Project.
6
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obligation to reimburse CFP for certain costs expended should the LRA ultimately fail to
approve the Specific Plan and/or EIR. Each of these concerns is discussed in more
detail below.
Adopting an early-stage “outline” DDA Incorporating an Enforceable Property Right
There are fundamental and procedural differences between a Disposition and
Development Agreement (DDA) and a Development Agreement (DA) and reasons why
the existing ENA brings both documents for consideration at the end of the process –
together with the Specific Plan and EIR.
A DDA is an agreement which a local agency may enter into in a “proprietary” capacity
(i.e. as a landowner) and provides the terms and conditions of a property sale by a
public agency to a private developer. Because the local agency is acting as a
landowner, it has considerable latitude with respect to the terms and conditions under
which it agrees to dispose of property to a developer. Typically, and as provided in the
RFQ, those terms include price and terms of payment, schedules for phasing of land
take-down and development, and Developer commitments to provide community
benefits as project development occurs. Price and terms of payment – and likely other
key deal points – would likely need to be based on the scope of planned development.
To the extent the DDA contains project development specifics, accompanying
environmental review (CEQA) would occur concurrently. Often, such environmental
review affects project development (e.g. by requiring mitigation measures and/or project
alternatives be implemented to reduce impacts) and costs.
A DA is an agreement authorized under California Government Code Sections 65864 et
seq. It is essentially a contract between a local jurisdiction (here, the City) and a
developer detailing the standards and conditions – such as rules, regulations, and
official policies on permitted uses of the land, density, design, improvement, and
construction standards and specifications – that will govern development of the
property. A DA provides assurances to the developer that the development standards
and conditions that apply to the project will not change during the term of the
agreement. DAs also permit a local agency to negotiate public benefits beyond those
allowed under existing rules and regulations. Because DAs are considered ordinances,
they can only be adopted after a public hearing process, which can take up to two
months (first reading, second reading, then 30 days until effectiveness); that process
must also be followed for DA amendments. DAs are considered “projects” under CEQA
and require environmental review at the time of adoption.
Under the existing ENA, both the DDA and DA are to be negotiated and drafted
substantially consistent with the Area Plan, and in parallel with the Specific Plan and
EIR because the drafting and consideration of those documents will require a greater
level of expert analysis, transparency, public input, and will identify issues that may not
have been considered in a preliminary document like a Term Sheet. If a DDA, even an
early-stage “outline” version that only addresses key components, is approved at the
Term Sheet stage, then it could inhibit the iterative process of developing a Specific
Plan and EIR and constrain the LRA’s ability to negotiate community benefits. If issues
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are later identified through the land use planning and/or environmental review process
that should have been reflected in the DDA or go beyond Term Sheet provisions, then it
is very likely to create conflict between the LRA and CFP. The LRA will be at a
disadvantage in resolving any such conflicts if CFP already has a DDA with an
enforceable property right in the CNWS.
Another reason both the DDA and DA are considered concurrent with the Specific Plan
and EIR, is the requirement to provide environmental review of the documents before
their adoption. Under the existing ENA, the Term Sheet is a preliminary document
designed to serve as a basis for the drafting of the Specific Plan, EIR, and DDA/DA
documents. The Term Sheet would not commit the City/LRA to a definite land use plan
or project; so, as the details of the Specific Plan, DDA and DA are developed, there will
be sufficient flexibility to comply with CEQA requirements and the opportunity to modify
the project via mitigation measures or alternatives to avoid environmental impacts as
needed. Adopting a DDA early in the process with the Term Sheet (as called for in
CFP’s proposed ENA amendment) turns this process on its head and may trigger the
need for environmental review at this early stage or leave the project vulnerable to
litigation.
The proposed amendment also requires that the LRA’s Economic Development
Conveyance (EDC) agreement with the U.S. Navy contain terms and conditions
consistent with the early-stage “outline” DDA. This will be difficult to accomplish as the
Navy has previously expressed a desire to see a near final version of the project’s proforma (financial plan) based on the final consideration drafts of the Specific Plan and
EIR. It is at that point, well after the early-stage “outline” DDA as requested by CFP, that
the Navy expects to enter into an agreement reflecting the payment(s) the LRA will
make to the Navy regarding property transfer.
The Navy has carefully expressed no legal objection to a “binding agreement.”
However, Navy staff informed LRA team that the early-stage “outline” DDA model has
not been used by any other base closure community. The Navy has also expressed
concern with any provisions or changes to process that could cause delays to, or
interfere with, the Navy’s ultimate conveyance of the property.
Reimbursement of Costs
CFP estimates spending approximately $15 million in preparing the Specific Plan, EIR
and covering City/LRA staff and consultant costs. The proposed ENA amendment
would require the LRA to reimburse CFP’s Third Party Material costs if, after a denial of
their Specific Plan and EIR, a new developer or the city uses the materials in a future
development.10

10

The ENA with previous master developer, Lennar, did not provide for reimbursement, so that when Lennar’s
ENA expired in March 2020, they were only refunded the unexpended balance of their deposit account, but were
not reimbursed for any costs incurred by them in pursuit of the Specific Plan, EIR or DDA; or for third party
materials.
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Such a reimbursement provision will be complicated to administer. The Area Plan and
basic project infrastructure plans, adopted in 2012, were developed by using public
funds and serve as the conceptual blueprint for development of the CNWS property. As
a result, most if not all project plans will necessarily be derivative of those publicly paid
for materials. Lennar and its consultants relied on those materials when refining project
infrastructure and design (2017-2019) and Lennar’s materials are available for CFP to
reference. As a result, it will be a complex exercise to identify whether and to what
extent CFP plans are derivative of these earlier documents. Further, it would be difficult
to allocate dollar values to “original” CFP efforts, or discern whether future use of Third
Party Materials would trigger CFP reimbursement. For these reasons, the proposed
reimbursement requirement could lead to litigation and impede the City’s ability to move
forward toward redevelopment.
Alternatives
Staff provides the following alternative actions for City Council consideration:
1. Deny the requested ENA amendment (staff recommendation) and:
a. Confirm the existing negotiation process and timeline, but commit the LRA
to considering all elements of the project – EIR, Specific Plan, DDA, DA
and other matters – in one action to prevent the possibility that land-use
matters are approved without the approval of a DDA or DA.
b. Ask CFP representatives if they wish to continue under the existing ENA.
c. Extend the existing ENA for 90 days to finish the Term Sheet.
2. Direct staff to negotiate an ENA amendment and:
a. Provide direction to staff on elements to be further negotiated in the
proposed ENA amendment:
i. Should the amendment incorporate an enforceable property
interest for CFP as part of an early-stage “outline” DDA?
ii. Should the amendment include a reimbursement provision?
b. Direct staff to negotiate the language of the ENA amendment to achieve
the Council’s direction while addressing clarity and defensibility of the
amendment and have staff return to City Council for consideration of the
negotiated ENA amendment at the June 28, 2022, meeting.
c. Extend the existing ENA until June 29, 2022.
Financial Impact
Staff cannot provide details on the financial impact of the CFP proposed ENA
amendment. As discussed in the analysis section of this report, staff believes it creates
significant financial risks to the LRA and opportunities for future litigation. If such were
to occur, or were the LRA required to pay CFP for their Third Party Materials, the impact
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would be in the millions. Based on CFP’s estimates of their costs for the Specific Plan
and EIR, it could total as much as $15 million.
Environmental Determination
Consideration of an amendment to the Exclusive Agreement to Negotiate does not
commit the City to a definite course of action with respect to the subject property, and
this activity does not constitute a “project” within the meaning of Public Resources Code
Section 21065 and/or the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines
Section 150609(c)(2) and CEQA Guidelines Section 15378. Even if this activity is a
project for CEQA analysis, if falls within the “Common Sense” CEQA exemption set
forth in CEQA Guidelines Section15061(b)(3) where it can be seen with certainty that
there is no possibility that the activity in question may have a significant effect on the
environment, the activity is not subject to CEQA. No unusual circumstances exist and
none of the exceptions under the CEQA Guidelines Section 15300.2 apply. This
determination reflects the City’s independent judgment and analysis. The City
previously prepared an EIR and addendum for the Reuse Plan and Area Plan,
respectively. Appropriate CEQA analysis will occur in connection with formal
negotiations for the physical development of the CNWS property.
Public Contact
The City Council Agenda was posted. The staff report and attachments will be available
to the City Council/LRA and the public on May 17, 2022. Notification of this meeting
and the availability of documents will be sent out to the Reuse Project’s interested
parties list on May 17, 2022.
Attachments
1. ENA Agreement (Negotiation Process) Diagram
2. RFQ Section 3
3. CFP’s Question to the U.S. Navy
4. Letter from Concord First Partners, LLC to Guy Bjerke, Director of Economic
Development and Base Reuse (April 27, 2022)
5. Proposed First Amendment to the Exclusive Agreement to Negotiate (May 10, 2022)
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Attachment 2
City of Concord

Concord Naval Weapons Station
Concord Reuse Project Area Plan Implementation
Request for Master Developer Qualifications

via regional thoroughfares such as Willow Pass Road, Bailey Road, and State
Highways 4 and 242 and Interstate 680. Concord is one of only eight cities in the
Bay Area with more than one BART station – in addition to the North Concord
station immediately adjacent to the Development Footprint, the Concord station in
downtown Concord is accessible to the Development Footprint, particularly the
southern portion. It is also worth noting that BART is planning for a second
transbay rail crossing between Oakland and San Francisco that will increase
BART’s transbay capacity (Link21 Campaign). This wealth of transit supports the
CRP Area Plan’s development vision with a strong emphasis on transit-oriented
development.
Military History: At one point, the CNWS was the United States Navy’s primary
ammunition port on the Pacific Coast. The Navy’s presence began in 1942, after
the United States entered World War II and at that time the naval presence was
only comprised of the Tidal Area, which is outside the boundaries of the CNWS.
In 1944 an ammunition detonation destroyed the Tidal Area’s pier and the ships
docked there and in so doing killed 320 people, including 200 African American
sailors; this was the largest stateside disaster of the war. As a result of the disaster,
the Navy purchased the 5,200 acres that would become the Inland Area referred to
herein as the CNWS. In addition to the facilities necessary to store explosives and
supplies, the Navy also built enlisted and officer military housing, a rail system,
and small airfield within the Inland Area.
During the Cold War, the CNWS served as a weapons storage facility and during
the Vietnam War it provided support for military efforts in Southeast Asia. While
still active for military uses, smaller portions of the site were used for forest
research and other environmental research activities. Due to changes in post-Cold
War military strategy, the Navy vacated the Inland Area of the CNWS in 1997
and in 2005 the Department of Defense announced that it planned to close the
entire Inland Area.

3

Master Developer Responsibilities

This section outlines the LRA’s expectations for the Master Developer’s work in
the Development Footprint. Information about financial responsibilities is in
Section 3.7.

3.1

Remediation

As explained in Appendix C, Remediation, the Master Developer is not
responsible for completing environmental remediation work. Those activities are
the responsibility of the U.S. Government. The Master Developer will be
responsible for collaborating with the LRA to understand the remediation
activities and their potential impacts/risks on development in the form of land use
controls or other restrictions on development activities.

| |
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3.2

Concord Naval Weapons Station
Concord Reuse Project Area Plan Implementation
Request for Master Developer Qualifications

Property Acquisition

The Master Developer will be expected to participate in two aspects of property
acquisition – (a) LRA acquisition of the Development Footprint from the Navy,
and (b) Master Developer acquisition of Development Footprint property from the
LRA. Both acquisitions will be phased. The negotiation process for LRA
acquisition from the Navy is described in Section 2.3. For acquisition from the
LRA, the Master Developer will be expected to negotiate terms including price
and payment terms, phasing, potential leasing and land take down schedules, all to
be set forth in a comprehensive Disposition and Development Agreement (DDA).
The Master Developer’s terms documented in the DDA will include performance
requirements associated with the phasing of land take-down and development; the
Master Developer will need to demonstrate compliance with those requirements to
proceed with work on the Project and access the full Development Footprint over
time.

3.3

Specific Plan, Design, and Entitlements

The Master Developer will be responsible for conducting market and financial
feasibility research and analysis and preparing a Specific Plan consistent with
State law. The Specific Plan will be based on the standards and guidelines
contained in the CRP Area Plan. The LRA intends to collaborate with the selected
Master Developer to establish an approach to completing the process
expeditiously.
The Master Developer will be responsible for procuring all land use and
regulatory approvals and permits, including any required subsequent or
supplemental EIR necessary for implementation of the Project. Entitlement
procedures will be a subject of negotiation with the selected Master Developer,
but the City is open to expedited procedures consistent with a project of this scale
and complexity.
If plans are not consistent with the CRP Area Plan and other parts of the General
Plan, the Master Developer will be responsible for preparation and environmental
review of a CRP Area Plan amendment and assume risk for changes in the plan.
In addition to the potential risks associated with processing such an amendment
locally, the Master Developer should make themselves aware of the risks
associated with significant changes to the CRP Area Plan because it serves as the
basis for the Navy’s NEPA review of the federal land transfer action, as described
in Section 2.2.

3.4

Community Facilities and Improvements

The Master Developer will work with the LRA to establish an acceptable
approach to the following community facilities and improvements and
documenting those in the Specific Plan or related master plans:
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•

K-12 schools – Working closely with the Mount Diablo Unified School
District. Important issues include location, type and design of schools,
which are constrained by existing oil pipelines and current enrollment
patterns, phasing, and opportunities for joint development with the CRP
Area Plan’s Campus District. The 2010 Reuse Plan EIR estimated the
project would need four elementary schools, one middle school, and one
high school. See Appendix D for further details on K-12 schools.

•

Community centers – Up to two community centers in the Development
Footprint, including a library facility, to be operated by the City or jointly
with other public agency(ies).

•

Veteran’s hall – Land set aside for a Veteran’s facility, accessible to the
public in the Development Footprint; Veterans groups to fund construction
and operations.

•

Tournament Sports Complex – This facility is intended to be sited on land
set aside within the Development Footprint (approximately 75 acres
according to the CRP Area Plan), with the City leading planning and
seeking financing/partners for its implementation, consistent with the
Tournament Sports Complex Concept Plan and Feasibility Report.

•

Campus District – This would be land set aside within the Development
Footprint (approximately 120 acres according to the CRP Area Plan) but
separate from the Project. The City will take the lead in planning and
seeking an appropriate partner for its implementation, consistent with the
findings of the Blue Ribbon Committee.

•

Parks – Greenways, citywide parks, and neighborhood green frame plus
district open spaces as described in the CRP Area Plan, in locations to be
determined through the Project Specific Plan. Key issue for planning will
be to identify how all types of park facilities will be maintained.

•

Fire stations – Working closely with the Contra Costa Fire District on
location and financing of fire stations. The City has engaged in discussions
with the Fire District, which anticipates the need for two fire stations to
support full buildout of the Development Footprint. The expectation, to be
confirmed, is that one station would be located on the County PBC
property and the other would be located in the southern part of the
Development Footprint.

•

Off-site improvements – Including street intersections, other infrastructure,
resource mitigation requirements, and regional improvements as a fair
share, proportional to the impacts of the Project.

•

On-site improvements – Including oversized infrastructure to support later
phases of development. This includes the widening of Willow Pass Road
and demolition of the Kinne Blvd. bridge at the appropriate time.
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•

Diablo Creek Golf Course/Evora Road – Significant infrastructure is
expected to route through the golf course. Additionally, the CRP Area
Plan transportation network includes an extension of Evora Road through
the southern portion of the existing golf course, connecting to Port
Chicago Highway. The infrastructure and road extension work will impact
the golf course and require restoration of the golf course following
completion.

•

Transit service – The CRP Area Plan envisions a transit-rich community,
including frequent transit within the Development Footprint and
connecting to BART as well as other destinations. That level of transit
service is beyond the level generally provided by County Connection, so
an approach to delivering such service consistently will need to be
established as part of the Project.

•

Commercial land ownership by the City – Set aside up to 16 acres of
commercial property to remain in City ownership as a potential future
revenue source.

3.5

Community Engagement

The Master Developer must commit to working cooperatively with adjacent
property owners, neighborhoods, labor organizations and other local and regional
stakeholders in coordination with the LRA as applicable. This includes
conducting strategic community meetings, providing meaningful and culturally
competent opportunities for community involvement in the overall planning
process, creating and maintaining channels for public information, and working
with elected and appointed officials and the media.

3.6

Project Financing

The Master Developer will be responsible for devising a financing structure and
obtaining financing for all infrastructure upgrades and all elements of vertical
development proposed to be undertaken directly by the Master Developer. The
Master Developer will be responsible for financing the cost of the Project,
including predevelopment and entitlement costs such as design, planning,
engineering, legal, environmental and related consulting and professional
expenses, as well as development costs such as demolition, grading, site
preparation, installation and construction of back-bone infrastructure, including
utilities and off-site improvements. The Project must be at least fiscally neutral
(and preferably net positive) to the City. This includes demonstrating, for
example, that any proposed Enhanced Infrastructure Financing District (EIFD),
Community Facilities District (CFD), or similar financing mechanisms will have a
neutral impact on the City’s General Fund for both construction and ongoing
maintenance.

| |
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Financial and In-Kind Contributions

In addition to development, the Master Developer will be responsible for funding
or ensuring the Project can fund both past (sunk) costs and those moving forward
related to the following:
•

Natural resource permitting – payment for on- and off-site mitigation,
including costs associated with procuring site-wide natural resource
permits, as described in Appendix E.

•

Cultural resource permitting – payment for on-site mitigation, including
costs associated with procuring site-wide cultural resource permits, as
described in Appendix E.

•

LRA operations – payment for the LRA’s operating costs.

•

Pollution Legal Liability (PLL) insurance – the Master Developer will
need to acquire such insurance and name the City as an additional insured
party.

The LRA’s costs in these areas up to this point are approximately $15M. The
approach to reimbursing the LRA for past expenditures will be a subject of
negotiation with the selected Master Developer.

3.8

Project Phasing

The Master Developer will be responsible for working with the LRA to develop
an approach to Project phasing that is responsive to the LRA’s needs and the
constraints associated with environmental remediation, among other issues, as
described in Appendix C. The approach to phasing, including performance
requirements, will be documented in the DDA, as discussed in Section 3.2.

3.9

Project Development Schedule

The Master Developer will be responsible for developing detailed schedules for
Project planning, design, financing, construction, and maintenance activities. This
includes the coordination of all agencies, consultants, architects, engineers,
contractors, sub-developers (if applicable), and property management functions.

3.10

Project Construction

The Master Developer will be responsible for the construction and coordination of
all necessary off-site and selected on-site improvements, community facilities,
including streetscapes, parks, utilities and roads and on-site landscaping and hardscaping. To the extent the Master Developer intends to undertake vertical
construction of certain private improvements, the Master Developer will be
responsible for those building cores and shells, fixtures and equipment. The
| |
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Master Developer will also be responsible for packaging selected subdivisions,
land parcels and/or building pads in the event of development by third party subdevelopers or builders, who will be required to comply with all applicable
development regulations.

3.11

Construction Labor

The Master Developer will be required to comply with all applicable Concord
First policy commitments. For this commitment, local means Concord first, and
then Contra Costa County. The City’s Concord First policy commitment for the
Project’s construction workforce includes the following:
1. 40% local hire
2. Payment of prevailing wages on all construction to ensure that project
build out does not drive down area wage standards
3. Utilization of apprentices from State of California certified joint labor
management programs
4. Program to recruit, train, and employ military veterans through the
Helmets to Hardhats program or equivalent program
A project labor agreement with the Contra Costa Building and Construction
Trades Council which covers vertical and horizontal construction and the items
listed above would be presumed to meet this commitment. Such an agreement is
not required for submittal of a responsive SOQ, but all Respondents must
demonstrate an ability to meet the City’s Concord First construction workforce
policy commitment by including a written Concord First construction workforce
plan and showing how that plan will be effective in achieving the items listed
above. In addition, Respondents shall explain how they intend to maximize
development opportunities for local firms and purchases of construction materials
from local businesses.

3.12

Participation by Small and Local Businesses

The Master Developer is encouraged to team with qualified small businesses and
disadvantaged business enterprises and create opportunities for Concord-based
employers, resident workers, and developers who may participate in vertical
construction and business opportunities within the Project.

3.13

Interim Property Maintenance and Operations

As property is transferred or leased to the LRA by the Navy prior to
implementation of the Project, the Master Developer will assume responsibility
for maintenance and coordination of security with the Concord Police
Department. The LRA and Master Developer will collaborate on establishing
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appropriate interim activities, including potentially extending the current use of
the Development Footprint by GoMentum Station for connected and automated
vehicle technology testing. Any interim uses will need to be, at a minimum,
fiscally neutral to the LRA.

3.14

Sustainability

The Master Developer will develop flexible and innovative infrastructure that
meets or exceeds the CRP Area Plan’s climate action goals (detailed in Area Plan
Book Three) and can evolve with technology and market demand. State of
California regulations have advanced significantly since the CRP Area Plan was
adopted in 2012 – where those regulations exceed the requirements set out in
Book Three, the LRA expects the Master Developer to demonstrate a strong
commitment to sustainability reflecting current best practices.

3.15

Affordable Housing

While the City has determined that the SLA is preempted by BRAC at least with
respect to Economic Development Conveyances (See Section 1.5), the City
nevertheless desires to ensure that the Development Footprint and Project are
consistent with the “exempt surplus land” definition under SLA section
54221(f)(1)(F)(ii). Accordingly, the Master Developer will be expected to deed
restrict and contribute development ready pads to support development of
affordable housing with at least 25 percent of the residential units affordable to
lower income households, as defined in Section 50079.5 of the Health and Safety
Code, with an affordable sales price or an affordable rent, as defined in Sections
50052.5 or 50053 of the Health and Safety Code, for a minimum of 55 years for
rental housing and 45 years for ownership housing.
The resolution adopted by Concord City Council sitting as the LRA on January
24, 2012, calls for a total of 3,020 units affordable to lower income households, or
about 25% of the Project’s overall number of units. The resolution is reflective of
the broad support and consensus of local and regional housing advocates to
accommodate a diverse range of affordability levels and demographics. The
resolution is flexible in terms of how this commitment can be achieved. It
indicates most affordable units should be in dense (25+ units per acre), standalone projects built by non-profit affordable housing developers. Other units may
be provided as “inclusionary” units within larger market-rate developments. The
City does not have a set proportion of units that must be rental versus ownership
housing or in stand-alone affordable projects versus inclusionary units. If self-help
housing, such as that provided by Habitat for Humanity, is developed, those units
would count toward the total.
Of the total number of affordable units, up to 260 units of multifamily transitional
housing (but not fewer than 130 units) for homeless persons will be developed on
the land set aside through the Legally Binding Agreement described in Section
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2.3.3 above. Homeless housing and affordable housing commitments will be
phased in over the life of what is expected to be up to a 30-year Project, as a
portion of each development phase. Construction of affordable housing does not
have to start (with issuance of building permits) until 200 units of market rate
housing have been constructed.

3.16

Coordination with Other Public Agencies

The Master Developer will need to work with the LRA and regional agencies to
implement the CRP Area Plan, establish appropriate site zoning, and coordinate
infrastructure development. The Master Developer will need to closely coordinate
with the LRA and State/federal resource management agencies to support City-led
efforts to complete and implement natural and cultural resource permitting, as
described in Appendix E.

3.17

Potential Incentives

Without the former State system of redevelopment, the LRA is highly constrained
in its ability to provide any financial incentives to support implementation of the
Project. Nevertheless, the LRA is willing to consider and/or pursue, in
collaboration with the Master Developer, other forms of local, State and/or federal
financial assistance that may further the CRP Area Plan goals and objectives.

4

RFQ Clarifications

Respondents who submit an SOQ must make themselves fully informed regarding
all circumstances, information, laws and any other matters that might in any way
affect the Respondent’s roles and responsibilities in the Project. Any failure to
become fully knowledgeable of all matters that might, in any way, affect the
Project will be at the Respondent’s sole risk. The LRA assumes no responsibility
for any actions taken by Respondents on the basis of information provided in this
RFQ or through any other sources.
Any requests for questions or clarifications must be submitted via the LRA’s
administrative contact Israel Mora (israel.mora@cityofconcord.org), by May 14.
There will be a mandatory (for Lead Developers) Pre-Response Conference held
via Zoom on May 4 at 10am. A representative of each Lead Developer must
attend. Respondents must e-mail the City’s Local Reuse Authority administrative
contact (Israel Mora) at israel.mora@cityofconcord.org to receive a link by 3pm
on May 3, 2021, including their full name, job title, company name, and
indication of whether they are considering a Lead Developer role or not. A Zoom
link will be emailed to those that sign up.

| |
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4/6/2022
CITY/CONCORD FIRST PARTNERS (CFP)
QUESTION TO THE NAVY
CFP Understanding:

Concord First Partners (“CFP”), as the City of Concord (“City”)

competitively selected candidate master developer for that portion of the former Concord Naval
Weapons Station (“CNWS”) under consideration for transfer to the City pursuant to an EDC (the
“Property”) understands that Concord First Partners, LLC:
(i) has no direct relationship with the Navy,
(ii) is not a party to the EDC now being negotiated by and between the Navy and the City, and
(iii) has no interest in the Property or any portion of the former CNWS.

Question: CFP seeks at this point in time only to learn whether the Navy has any objection to
CFP and the City entering into a binding agreement that defines their business and contractual
relationship subject to (i) the City and the Navy successfully negotiating and completing an EDC
Agreement for the Property, and (ii) CFP procuring from the City entitlement approvals subject to
the City’s discretion.

PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL
ATTORNEY-CLIENT COMMUNICATION AND/OR WORK PRODUCT
4891-0538-6004.2

DocuSign Envelope ID: 563DF609-03FB-4608-A153-ABDB042AA5EB

April 27, 2022
VIA Email and U.S. Mail
Guy Bjerke – Director – Economic Development and Base Reuse
City of Concord Local Reuse Authority
1950 Parkside Drive
Concord, CA 94519

Mr. Bjerke,
The purpose of this letter is to convey CFP’s thoughts on where things stand with the CNWS project to
date. The principals of CFP remain closely attuned to the work being completed by CFP (as facilitated
by Jeb Elmore) and the LRA. CFP is pleased with the framework land plan put together by the team, as
well as the community and stakeholder engagement at this early stage in the process. We are proud to be
moving things along much more quickly than in past efforts.
CFP and its consultants have worked tirelessly on the project financial analysis that was completed and
submitted to the City over the past few months. We took a realistic and pragmatic approach to assessing
this project and the many obligations tied to the land, all of which are essential to negotiate a term sheet
and to proceed with the entitlement and eventual development of this property. But, as previously
conveyed to you and the LRA, the financial analysis has revealed that the culmination of massive
infrastructure costs, strictly assigned land uses outlined in the Reuse Plan, and the substantial
environmental mitigation requirements, all cause the project to be impracticable (from an investment
standpoint) when considering a project that includes important community benefits such as a PLA and the
affordable housing obligations.
We have re-examined our assumptions over and over. We are applying actual construction costs based
upon our knowledge of the area. We continue to stress test and consider and offer creative and aggressive
assumptions and ideas in order to demonstrate what we believe would be a realistic investment
return. The conclusion is that the project, as we have analyzed it in its current form, does not work for
any responsible development entity.
At this juncture, CFP’s concern is that your response to the above is, in short, “The analysis and
documents submitted are not acceptable. CFP needs to redo the analysis and present something to the
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LRA that shows an acceptable investment return and also demonstrate what contributions CFP is going
to make to the City. Once the revised submittal and analysis is completed, the term sheet can be
negotiated”. This request is very concerning to CFP because it is abandoning the core concept of
financial feasibility while asking our partnership to essentially solve over a decade’s worth of presented
challenges in 6+- months by using assumptions or assessments that may not be accurate or possible,
which we simply cannot and will not do and we assume the LRA doesn’t want us to do either. We all
want a true understanding of the project feasibility.
Our partnership was fully aware that this project is challenging when we submitted our response to the
RFQ. Given its collective experience on similar base reuse projects, and projects within Concord and
surrounding areas, CFP knew the challenges probably better than most. Now that we have had the
opportunity to more closely analyze the assumptions and corresponding numbers, we now have a better
understanding why previous developer groups walked away and why the response to the latest RFQ was
limited to only 3 proposals. The good news for the LRA is that the CFP’s partners are experienced
problem solvers. Furthermore, we are not publicly held companies beholden to shareholders and Wall
Street, who’s objective, personnel, vision, focus and leadership can change on a dime. CFP is Main
Street, and is here, committed, focused and ready to expend resources and partner with the LRA to make
this long-awaited project a reality. The LRA is working with the owners and senior leadership of CFP
and its partners.
In order to achieve a successful outcome, CFP and the LRA need to start solving things together. We
don’t have an obvious and easy solution that is going to miraculously show a sensible investment return
while also guaranteeing certain land uses and millions upon millions in desired contributions and
exactions. What we do have though is arguably the best planning, civil, environmental, financial and
legal consultants in the business ready to continue to work on this project with the LRA to strategically
and methodically analyze, and where appropriate, adjust the plan and requirements in order for this to
make sense as much as possible for all entities. CFP is committed to funding the critical work that needs
to be done to get to a point where this can make sense. Every entity is not going to get everything they
want, as such is not possible. However, with hard work, negotiation and compromise through our “one
vision, one project, one team” vision, CFP knows a world class project can be envisioned, planned and
developed over time.
There are many tools in the toolbox that we need to start exploring, using and collaborating with the LRA
to implement:
1. Infrastructure Funding Programs – e.g. IBANK, HCD, state/federal grants, BBB grants, etc.
2. Innovation/transitional/flexible zoning – areas of the project could have a near term use that
would transform over time.
3. Regional Housing Needs Allocation (RHNA) – there are many ways to provide affordable
housing that address RHNA numbers CFP believes there are innovative ways to achieve the 25%
affordable and meet RHNA requirements
4. Private/public partnerships
5. Inventive housing finance options – AFL-CIO HIT, pension funds, tax credits, etc.
6. Specialized Financing Programs/Districts – Tax-Increment Financing, Facility Districts,
Assessment Districts
CFP feels that we are not entirely on the same page with the LRA at this point. That should not be the
case as it is not in the best interests of the community. The only path to success will be through a
partnership where CFP and the LRA solve things together to unlock the enormous potential of this
land. CFP has the financial wherewithal, intestinal fortitude, knowledge, resources, and track record that
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should make the LRA, the Navy and the community confident that together, as a partner, we can create a
project that works for all parties and truly benefits the community.
Our partnership has said from the outset that we are going to be honest, straightforward and transparent
with you and the City; and that is what Jeb Elmore has done in every meeting and every submittal that has
been made. Again, based on the above, CFP needs time to further massage the plan and address how we
can best meet the desires of the LRA and the community and then start making the tough decisions and
necessary modifications. We believe that with an earnest commitment from you and the LRA to partner
with us, and keep an open mind, we will accomplish entitlement and development of this land in a way
that maximizes the LRA’s vision and benefits to the community.
Right now, our focused request for the May 24th, 2022 hearing is to see if the City Council will agree to
the proposed amendment to the ENA that incorporates the ability for CFP to acquire land in a phased
manner, only in the event the City ultimately, and at its full discretion, approves the Specific Plan and
CEQA. CFP needs this amendment approved by the City Council in order to continue to proceed past
May 24th, 2022 to justify the expenditure of the millions of dollars necessary to analyze and process a
Specific Plan and to conduct CEQA review. CFP and the City recently confirmed together with the Navy
that there is nothing illegal or improper with this approach. We also understand that the Navy is growing
impatient and we understand the LRA is as well. CFP has been meeting with elected Regional, State and
Federal officials and they are all excited about this project moving forward and have expressed their
desire to help and ensure things proceed as expeditiously as possible. If the amendment to the ENA is
approved on May 24, 2022, CFP will do anything and everything in our power to move the processing of
this project along so that the LRA may finalize the EDC with the Navy.
In the interim let’s continue to work together with LRA staff to refine the land plan, refine the financial
analysis and problem solve. We believe one of the biggest things to focus on is how we can get funding
(State, Federal, etc.) to help with the massive up front infrastructure costs. This week we are modeling
some financial assumptions that we will provide to the LRA that will help the economic viability of the
project in the event we are successful together in procuring outside non-private funding to assist in getting
this project off the ground.
Thank you Guy and we look forward to working together as a partner with the LRA.

_______________________
Albert Seeno III - Principal
Concord First Partners, LLC

_______________________
Richard Lewis- Principal
Concord First Partners, LLC

_______________________
Phil Tagami - Principal
Concord First Partners, LLC
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Cc:

Mayor Aliano and Members of the City Council
Valerie Barone – City Manager

Attachment 5
May 10, 2022

FIRST AMENDMENT TO EXCLUSIVE AGREEMENT TO NEGOTIATE
THIS FIRST AMENDMENT TO EXCLUSIVE AGREEMENT TO NEGOTIATE
(“Amendment”), dated for reference purposes as of May_____, 2022, and is entered into by and
between the CITY OF CONCORD, a California municipal corporation in its capacity as local
reuse authority for the Concord Naval Weapons Station (“City”), and CONCORD FIRST
PARTNERS, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (“Developer”) and amends that certain
Exclusive Agreement to Negotiate between City and Developer dated October 26, 2021 (the
“Agreement”). Unless otherwise defined in this Amendment, all capitalized terms shall have the
same meaning given those terms in the Agreement.
RECITALS
A.
City and Developer have been working in good faith to complete their negotiation
of a mutually acceptable Term Sheet to present to the City Council (“Council”) for consideration
and potential approval during the Preliminary Stage. The initial 180-day period of the Preliminary
Stage, including a thirty (30) day extension provided by the City Manager per Section 3.3 of this
Agreement, expires May 25, 2022. The Preliminary Stage shall be extended until the date which
is ninety (90) days after Council’s approval of this Amendment to complete negotiation of the
Term Sheet as set forth in this Amendment.
B.
Developer is now requesting that the DDA Stage commence upon Council’s
approval of this Amendment, that the Term Sheet and DDA be presented to the Council for
approval together, and that the DDA be extended for a total period of thirty-six (36) months and
segmented into two (2) phases as set forth in this Amendment.
C.
Phase 1 of the DDA Stage shall be the initial three (3) months of the DDA Stage,
commencing upon the Council’s approval of this Amendment. During Phase 1, City and Developer
will (i) complete their negotiation of the Term Sheet and negotiate the DDA, (ii) present the Term
Sheet and DDA to Council for approval, and after Council approval, execute the DDA.
The DDA shall provide Developer with the right to purchase the Development
Footprint in phases (the “Developer Purchase Right”), provided that certain pre-closing
conditions are timely satisfied (the “Closing Conditions”) which will include (i) Developer’s
preparation and processing of complete applications for Project Approvals and its performance
and satisfaction of certain pre-closing Project Approval milestones as generally identified in
Exhibit A attached hereto (the “Entitlement Milestones”), (ii) Council approval, in its sole
discretion, of the Project Approvals (including all CEQA approvals and a vested rights
development agreement (the “Development Agreement”)) pursuant to Government Code
Sections 65864 to 65869.5, (iii) the execution by City and Navy of an agreement which provides
for the City’s acquisition of the Development Footprint on terms and conditions which are
consistent with the Developer Purchase Right (the “Navy/City Conveyance Agreement”) and
(iv) any other pre-closing requirements set forth in the Term Sheet.
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D.
Phase 2 of the DDA Stage shall be the remaining thirty-three (33) months of the
DDA Stage during which period Developer shall use its commercially reasonable efforts to satisfy,
and cooperate with City and the Navy to satisfy, all of the Closing Conditions. Without limiting
the foregoing, the Parties intend that all requirements and obligations of Developer that are to be
performed after each phased purchase of the Development Footprint will be included in the
Development Agreement instead of the DDA.
E.
City acknowledges that Developer requires the DDA be executed within the initial
three (3) months of the DDA Stage to provide Developer with an enforceable right to purchase the
Development Footprint in phases before Developer incurs the significant costs, estimated to be in
excess of $15,000,000, which are necessary to prepare, process, and obtain Council approval of
the Project Approvals and the Navy/City Conveyance Agreement and to satisfy all of the other
Closing Conditions.
NOW, THEREFORE, City and Developer hereby mutually agree to amend the Agreement
as follows:
1.
Preliminary Stage. The Preliminary Stage is extended from May 25, 2022, until
the date which is ninety (90) days after Council’s approval of this Amendment.
2.
DDA Stage. Section 3.2(a) of the Agreement is amended (i) to extend the term of
the DDA Stage to thirty-six (36) months, (ii) to commence the DDA Stage upon Council’s
approval of this Amendment, and (iii) to delete all requirements that the Parties reach final
agreement on the Term Sheet and that Council approve the Term Sheet before commencement of
the DDA Stage.
Section 3.2 of the Agreement is further amended by adding the following thereto:
“(c) City staff and Developer shall use their best efforts to (i) negotiate and reach
agreement on the final form of the Term Sheet, (ii) negotiate and reach agreement
on the DDA, with terms and conditions materially and substantially consistent
with the approved Term Sheet, and (iii) submit the Term Sheet and DDA to the
Council for approval, in its sole discretion, all within three (3) months after
Council approval of this Amendment (the “DDA Stage -Phase 1”). The DDA
shall only include terms and conditions reasonably necessary to provide Developer
with the Developer Purchase Right and shall include the Closing Conditions and
all requirements of Developer and City related thereto in the Term Sheet. The City
Manager shall have the right to extend the term of the DDA Stage -Phase 1 for up
to an additional ninety (90) days without the need for further Council approval.
All terms and conditions related to the post-closing use and development of the
Development Footprint by Developer and City shall be contained in the
Development Agreement not the DDA. If Council approval of the DDA does not
occur before expiration of the DDA Stage -Phase 1, then unless otherwise agreed
in writing by the Parties, the Agreement shall terminate and the terms of Section
13 of this Agreement shall apply. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this
2
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Agreement, until Council approval of the DDA, all costs incurred by the City
under this Section 3.2(c) shall be City DDA Costs funded by Developer in
accordance with Section 6 of this Agreement. The Developer shall not be required
to commence any work on, or pay any costs of, the Project Approvals or other
costs required to satisfy the Closing Conditions, including any City CNWS Project
Costs, until the Council approves and executes the DDA.
After Council approval and execution of the DDA, and during the remaining
thirty-three (33) months of the DDA Stage (the “DDA Stage -Phase 2”),
Developer shall use its commercially reasonable efforts to satisfy, and to cooperate
with City and the Navy to satisfy, all of the Closing Conditions in accordance with
the DDA and the Term Sheet. If Developer fails to diligently process the Project
Approvals and/or diligently seek to satisfy the Entitlement Milestones, or
otherwise fails to use its commercially reasonable efforts to cause the Closing
Conditions to be satisfied, then City may terminate the DDA if this default is not
cured by Developer in accordance with Section 9.1 of the Agreement. If the
Council approves and executes the DDA within the DDA Stage-Phase 1 but then
fails to approve the Project Approvals (including the Development Agreement) by
expiration of the DDA Stage-Phase 2, the City may terminate the DDA; provided
if City, following such denial of the Project Approvals and termination of the DDA
for reasons other than a Developer default under the DDA, later uses any of the
Third Party Materials, funded by Developer, in connection with any future
development or proposed development of the Development Footprint or other
portion of the CRP Area as permitted in Section 10 of the Agreement by another
developer or developers, then Developer shall receive a reimbursement of the costs
paid by Developer for the Third Party Materials (the “Developer
Reimbursement”). The Developer Reimbursement shall be due and payable to
Developer by City within thirty (30) days after the commencement by City or any
third party (other than the Navy) of any construction on the Development
Footprint.
All of the terms and conditions of this Agreement that are applicable to the DDA
Stage-Phase 2 shall be incorporated into the DDA and made a part thereof and this
Agreement shall terminate upon execution of the DDA.”
3.
Miscellaneous. This First Amendment may be executed in two or more
counterparts. If so executed, each of such counterparts is to be deemed an original for all purposes,
and all such counterparts shall, collectively, constitute one agreement. Except as amended hereby,
all provisions of the Agreement shall remain unchanged and in full force and effect. In the event
of any conflict, the express provisions of this First Amendment shall control and govern as to any
inconsistency or contradiction between the provisions of this First Amendment and the provisions
of the Agreement.

[All Signatures on Next Page
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May 10, 2022

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this Amendment as of the date first
above written.

CITY:

DEVELOPER:

CITY OF CONCORD,
a California municipal corporation

CONCORD FIRST PARTNERS, LLC,
a Delaware limited liability company

By:
Name: Valerie Barone
Title: City Manager

By:
Name:
Title:

APPROVED AS TO FORM:
By:
Name:
Title:
By:
Susanne Brown, City
Attorney

By:
Name:
Title:
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EXHIBIT A
ENTITLEMENT MILESTONES


Deposit and Reimbursement Agreement (“DRA”): Complete and execute by July 31, 2022.
DRA to provide for the payment of City's internal, third party and consultant costs in
connection with the review and processing of Developer's Specific Plan, Development
Agreement, CEQA compliance, interim lease agreements, land use entitlement and permit
applications, including applications for federal, state and other regulatory agencies, and the
LRA project management costs to complete the transfer process from the Navy and
associated activities.



Term Sheet: Complete and execute, after Council approval, within ninety (90) days after
Council’s approval of the ENA Amendment



DDA: Complete and execute, after Council approval, within ninety (90) days after
Council’s approval of the ENA Amendment
The DDA shall include terms and conditions necessary for (i) the purchase and sale of the
Development Footprint, (ii) the preparation and processing of complete applications for
Project Approvals, (iii) completion by Developer and/or City of all pre-closing Entitlement
Milestones, and (iv) the satisfaction of all other Closing Conditions.



Specific Plan: Complete draft specific plan and submit to City Staff by January 31, 2023.



Project EIR: Developer to cause the initiation of, and funding of, a Draft EIR, by July
2023.



Development Agreement (Stage 2): Commence negotiations July 2023,
Development Agreement to include all Developer post-closing obligations for
development of the Development Footprint and meet the requirements of Article 2.5 of
Chapter 4 of Division 1 of Title 7, Sections 65864 through 65869.5 of the California
Government Code to grant Developer the vested right to develop the Development
Footprint in accordance with the Entitlements approved by the City.



Community Outreach Meetings: Commence July 2022, held quarterly.



Project Review Meetings w/ City: Commence June 2022, held bi-monthly.
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